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（       ）1.经厦门大学保密委员会审查核定的保密学位论文，
于  年 月 日解密，解密后适用上述授权。 

































































































With the rapid development of Chinese economy, Chinese automobile industry has changed 
greatly, and vehicles have become essential tools in people’s daily life. Luxury vehicle, the small 
market share of the automotive market, because of the high gross profit, it always be the focus of 
the automotive research. The famous luxury vehiclebrands in Chinese market areAudi, Benz, 
BMW, Volvo, Lexus and Porsche, etc.Except Porsche and Lexus, other brands will be made in 
China sooner or later.Porsche, which is the stand for German luxury vehicle, enter Chinese 
market since 2001. It owns obviously characteristic because of the tailor-madevehicle design and 
keep 20% growth rate every year. 
We can catch the sight of the main line of luxury import vehicle development in China through 
the Porsche current situation research in China. After we study the Xiamen Porsche development 
and situation, we can summarize the good operation and management experiences; therefore, we 
can improve customer satisfaction, and create more value for different luxury vehicle brand for 
Xiamen C& D Automobile Company. 
This study use the basic theory of marketing strategy, such as “4P’s”, marketing 
environmenttheory, STP strategy theory, and marketing combinatorial theories, etc. From study 
the beginning of the development history and current situation of Porsche, analysis the macro 
and micro environment of China, especially in Xiamen, finally summary the problems of 
Porsche in Xiamen area. After collecting all the similarity problems of Porsche Xiamen, we give 
the suggestions on brand and product, price, service, advertisement, marketing and network. 
The main frame of the study have five parts, it contains: 
The first chapter introduces the research background and motivation;select the research method, 
meanwhile collecting the related theories at home and abroad, it plays the foreshadowing role of 
the whole paper. 
The second chapter deeply analysis the macroenvironment(population, economy, politics, society 
and technology, etc.) and micro environment (entrepreneurship, customer, competitors, etc.)，
then starts from the history of Porsche, lead to the development and current situation of Xiamen 
Porsche. 
The third chapteremphasizes on the current marketing strategy of Xiamen Porsche. First show 
the operation trends through analysis the sales data of Porsche and competitors. We analysis the 
marketing strategy in the second. Finally, find the problems of operation. 
The fourth chapter is the following suggestions from chapter three. It contains brand, product, 
price, marketing and network. We wish to improve the sales and service current situation through 
those good ideas. 
The last chapter is the summary of whole paper. We also look forward the bright future of 
Porsche in China and the improvement of sales system. 
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1960 年美国密西根大学教授杰罗姆•麦卡锡（E.Jerome Mccarthy）首次提出“4P 理
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二、 STP 战略理论 
菲利普·科特勒在《营销管理》中提出了成熟的STP 理论，即Segmenting - 市场细























                                                            
[2] 百度文库. 市场营销学，http://wenku.baidu.com/view/cf66041355270722192ef76d.html 
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